









SHADOW DRAWING 
Don’t think you can draw? Think again. This project will make you feel like a Pro! You simply 
trace the shadows of your toys. It’s fun for all ages. Find multiple objects such as plastic  
animals, action heroes, transformers, .  

1. Place paper on a smooth hard surface outside on a sunny day.  
2. Set you objects so the shadow is on the paper.  
3. Trace it. Color it in.  
4. Tell a story about what is happening in your drawing.  
5. Leave your drawing for a few hours and return to it. Observe how the shadow has moved.  

Why has the shadow changed?  
Did the shadow get longer or shorter? 
How has the sun moved?  
What will the shadow look like if the sun is straight up in the sky?  

The length of the shadow is determined by the angle of the sun.  
Older students should draw the angles that influence the shadows.  
Try drawing your sister’s or brother’s shadow outside with chalk.

                 
Drawing   Exercises  
So   you   think   you   can’t   draw?   Think   again,   because   this   activity   will   have   you   making   artwork   like   a   professional.   
Tracing   is   great   practice,   it’s   like   exercise   for   the   artist.   Shadow   drawing   is   fun   for   all   ages!  
 

● Find   1-3   large   plastic   toys   and   head   outside   on   a   very   sunny   day   (or   a   sunny   window).   
● Make   sure   the   toys   cast   a   shadow   onto   the   paper   (preferably   on   a   smooth   hard   surface).  

Then   get   tracing!  
● Color   in   the   objects   with   markers   or   crayons.  
● What   is   happening   in   your   drawing?   Write   a   story   about   it.  

 
Shadow   Drawing   video;    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jgyjua8Et0c  
More   ideas;     Next   time   the   toys   could   be   having   a   parade   on   a   roll   of   paper.  
                       After   the   toys   are   traced,   leave   them   there   for   a   few   hours   to   observe   how   the   sun   has   moved.   The   length   of  

the   shadow   is   determined   by   the   angle   of   the   sun.   So   if   a   bright   sun   is   directly   above,   the   shadow   shape   will  
be   short.   Consequently   plan   this   activity   earlier   in   the   day   when   the   toys   are   easily   recognized.  
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